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Marcus Chun Jin Tan,1,2,3 Victor Teck Chang Koh,1,2,3 and Yih-Chung Tham1,2,4,7,9,*

SUMMARY

In light of growing interest in using emerging large language models (LLMs) for self-diagnosis, we system-
atically assessed the performance of ChatGPT-3.5, ChatGPT-4.0, and Google Bard in delivering proficient
responses to 37 common inquiries regarding ocular symptoms. Responses were masked, randomly shuf-
fled, and then graded by three consultant-level ophthalmologists for accuracy (poor, borderline, good)
and comprehensiveness. Additionally, we evaluated the self-awareness capabilities (ability to self-check
and self-correct) of the LLM-Chatbots. 89.2% of ChatGPT-4.0 responseswere ‘good’-rated, outperforming
ChatGPT-3.5 (59.5%) andGoogle Bard (40.5%) significantly (all p < 0.001). All three LLM-Chatbots showed
optimalmean comprehensiveness scores aswell (ranging from4.6 to4.7 out of 5). However, they exhibited
subpar to moderate self-awareness capabilities. Our study underscores the potential of ChatGPT-4.0 in
delivering accurate and comprehensive responses to ocular symptom inquiries. Future rigorous validation
of their performance is crucial to ensure their reliability and appropriateness for actual clinical use.

INTRODUCTION

The advent of publicly available large languagemodels (LLMs)marked a transformative shift inmedicine, ushering in a new era of possibilities.

Leveraging deep-learning techniques and vast repositories of data from diverse sources, LLMs excel in generating contextually relevant

responses across diverse prompts.1,2 The user-friendly interfaces of LLMs have propelled their popularity and facilitated their extensive

adoption across diverse healthcare settings.3 Their versatility extends to various clinical applications,4 including supporting clinical

decision-making,5–7 generating medical documentation,8–10 and assisting in diagnosis.11–16

Since the inception of the internet, the reliance on online sources for self-triage and diagnosis has been pervasive.17–20 However, the inte-

gration of LLMs introduces a new dimension to this practice, potentially simplifying and enhancing the accessibility of such information.

Indeed, despite ChatGPT, an LLM, only becoming publicly accessible in November 2022, a survey revealed that 78% of respondents were

inclined to employ it for self-diagnosis purposes.21 This trend is likely to endure in the field of ophthalmology, as patients increasingly

seek information about ocular symptoms through online platforms.

Remarkably, early research evaluating LLMs’ test-taking abilities has demonstrated promising results across various examinations of

diverse complexities. This ranges from entry-level standardized medical admissions tests like MCAT and BMAT,22,23 general medical exam-

inations such as USMLE,24 to ophthalmology specialist licensing examinations such as OKAP and FRCOphth examination.25,26 Nonetheless,

the suitability of responses generated by LLM-Chatbots in addressing inquiries related to ocular symptoms remains uncertain. While Tsui

et al. have explored this area, they focused on a single LLM-Chatbot (ChatGPT-3.5), and a restricted set of 10 questions, without extensively

examining potential misinformation conveyed by the LLM-Chatbot.27 Notably, Chatbots have limited ability to critically appraise the veracity

and reliability of extracted information and may thus generate a misleading response. Unfortunately, the often-sophisticated response can

give an illusion of accuracy, with the reader imbibing the flawed content.28–30
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In this study, we aimed to evaluate the proficiency of three prominent and publicly available LLMs in addressing queries related to ocular

symptoms.Our focuswas onOpenAI’s ChatGPT-3.5 andGPT-4.0, as well as Google’s Bard.Wepursued three primary areas in this evaluation.

First, we assessed the accuracy and comprehensiveness of their response. Second, we explored their self-awareness by evaluating their self-

checking and self-correcting capabilities. Lastly, we identified any instances of misinformation conveyed by these LLM-Chatbots. Findings

from this study may provide invaluable insights into the efficacy and potential pitfalls of utilizing LLM-Chatbots to address common inquiries

about ocular symptoms.

Methodology

Study design

The study took place between May 11th 2023 and July 8th 2023 at the Ophthalmology Department at National University Hospital, National

University Health System (NUHS), Singapore.

Figure 1 illustrates the study design. To comprehensively evaluate the capabilities of LLM-Chatbots across a diverse spectrum of ocular

symptoms, a team of experienced ophthalmologists (DZC, MCJT, HAHL) and clinical optometrists (SMEY, YCT) collaborated to curate 37

questions on ocular symptoms. After gathering common queries from reputable online health information sites (e.g., National Eye Institute,31

American Academy of Ophthalmology32), the expert panel further refined these questions, selecting those commonly encountered in a clin-

ical setting, ensuring the relevance and practicality of the inquiries. These questions were categorized into two broad categories: visual

Figure 1. Flowchart of overall study design
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disturbance-related symptoms (including acute vision loss, chronic vision loss, diplopia, metamorphopsia, photopsia, myodesopsia, visual

field defect, photophobia, and glare sensitivity/haloes), and other common ocular symptoms (including red eye, painful eye, pruritus, pres-

sure sensation, epiphora, ptosis, blepharospasm, foreign body sensation, trauma, and asthenopia)

The queries were then individually posed to ChatGPT-3.5, ChatGPT-4.0 and Google Bard between May 18 to July 4, 2023. To mitigate

potential memory bias from the LLM-Chatbots, the conversation was reset after each prompt. Any attributes specific to the LLM-

Chatbots’ answering format were then removed from the final generated responses (Tables S1, S2, and S3).

Subsequently, the anonymized responses from the three Chatbots were randomly shuffled and then presented as three ‘randomized sets’

to each of the three assigned ophthalmologists (each possessingR8 years of clinical ophthalmology experience), for independent grading.

The grading was conducted over three separate rounds, with each round dedicated to one set. To minimize recency bias, a 48-h wash-out

interval was implemented between the assessment of each round.

Accuracy evaluation

The three assigned graders independently assessed the accuracy of every response generated by the respective LLM-Chatbots. We em-

ployed a three-tier grading system as follows: (1) ‘Poor’ for responses that contained significant inaccuracies capable of misleading patients

and potentially causing harm; (2) ‘Borderline’ for responses thatmight have had factual errors but were unlikely tomislead or harmpatients; (3)

‘Good’ for responses that were free of errors. Final accuracy ratings for each LLM-Chatbot response were determined using a majority

consensus approach amongst the three graders.When consensuswas not reached, with each grader providing a different rating, we adopted

a rigorous approach by assigning the lowest score (i.e., ‘poor’) to the LLM-Chatbot response.

The total accuracy score (continuous measure) for each LLM-Chatbot response was determined by summing the scores assigned by the

three graders (Tables S4 and S5).

Comprehensiveness evaluation

We conducted an additional assessment on LLM-Chatbot responses that received a ‘good’ rating through majority consensus to evaluate

their degree of comprehensiveness. This involved the use of a five-point scale, encompassing the following categories: (1) ‘Not comprehen-

sive’ for responses lacking substantial details; (2) ‘Slightly comprehensive’ for responses with minimal but essential information; (3) ‘Moder-

ately comprehensive’ for responses that presented a reasonable level of detail; (4) ‘Comprehensive’ for responses addressing most critical

elements; (5) ‘Very comprehensive’ for responses presenting thorough and detailed information. The overall mean comprehensiveness score

was determined by averaging the scores given by each grader across the total number of ‘good’ rated responses.

Evaluation of self-awareness levels in LLM-Chatbots

The term ‘‘self-awareness’’ in this context refers to the ability of these LLMmodels to self-check and self-correct their responses. To evaluate

self-checking, we prompted the LLM-Chatbots with this question – ‘‘Could you kindly check if your answer is correct?’’ after each response.

This prompt was deliberately designed to be generic and not directly point out possible errors, so as to provide a more accurate assessment

of the LLM-Chatbots’ capacity to self-check.

On the other hand, to assess the LLM-Chatbots’ self-correcting capabilities, responses initially rated as ‘poor’ were further prompted with

this line, ‘‘That does not seem quite right. Could you kindly review?’’. The regenerated responses upon self-correction, were re-assessed by

the three graders one week after the initial grading. To minimize bias in grading for this segment, the graders were not informed that these

responses had been self-corrected and remained blinded to the original ‘poor’-rated responses.

Detailed qualitative analysis of poorly-rated LLM-Chatbot responses

To further shed light on the potential limitations and risks of relying on LLM-Chatbots for answers regarding ocular symptoms, a designated

expert (DZC) further identified and emphasized erroneous or inaccurate sentences present in ‘poor’-rated responses. Furthermore, explana-

tions were also provided to elucidate the nature of these inaccuracies.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using R (Version 4.1.1, R Foundation, Vienna, Austria). To assess differences in character count, word

count, total accuracy scores, and comprehensiveness scores among responses from the three LLM-Chatbots, we performed the Kruskal-

Wallis rank-sum test and Dunn’s multiple comparison post-hoc test (the data did not meet parametric assumptions). To compare the propor-

tions of ‘good’, ‘borderline’, and ‘poor’ ratings among the LLM-Chatbots, we performed the two-tailed Pearson’s c2 test.

p-valueswere adjusted using theBonferroni correctionmethod to account formultiple hypothesis tests. Statistical significancewas consid-

ered at p < 0.05.

RESULTS

Response length evaluation

Table 1 summarizes the response lengths of the LLM-Chatbots to the 37 questions related to ocular symptoms. The mean G standard de-

viation (SD) of the word count was 184.0G 32.4 for ChatGPT-3.5, 234.8G 38.3 for ChatGPT-4.0, and 298.1G 98.9 for Google Bard. Similarly,
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themeanG standard deviation (SD) of the character count was 990.4G 171.5 for ChatGPT-3.5, 1305.9G 197.5 for ChatGPT-4.0, and 1533.8G

513.4 for Google Bard.

Accuracy evaluation

Figure 2 presents the average total accuracy scores of LLM-Chatbots’ responses to questions related to ocular symptoms, evaluated by the

three ophthalmologists. ChatGPT-4.0 exhibited a notably higher average total accuracy score of 8.19 G 1.02, surpassing both ChatGPT-3.5

(7.46 G 1.26; Dunn’s post-hoc test, p = 0.019) and Google Bard (7.00 G 1.31; Dunn’s post-hoc test, p < 0.001). The total accuracy score and

details for each LLM-Chatbot’s response can be found in Tables S4 and S5.

Figure 3 illustrates the experts’ consensus-based accuracy ratings of the responses by the three LLM-Chatbots. ChatGPT-4.0’s responses

achieved 89.2% of ‘good’ ratings, significantly higher than the proportion of ‘good’ ratings in ChatGPT-3.5’s (59.5%, Pearson’s chi-squared

test, p < 0.001) and Google Bard’s responses (40.5%, Pearson’s chi-squared test, p < 0.001). Notably, ChatGPT-4.0 did not receive any ‘poor’

rating in any of its responses. When comparing ChatGPT-3.5 and Google Bard, ChatGPT-3.5 had lower proportions of ‘borderline’ (35.1% vs.

45.9%) and ‘poor’ (5.4% vs. 13.5%) responses compared to Google Bard (Pearson’s chi-squared test, p = 0.01). Table S4 presents a detailed

evaluation of each LLM-Chatbot’s response to questions pertaining to visual disturbance symptoms, while Table S5 shows their performance

in addressing other ocular symptoms.

Table 2 provides a detailed sub-analysis of the experts’ consensus-based accuracy ratings across the two main question categories, visual

and other ocular symptoms. Notably, ChatGPT-4.0 demonstrated superior performance compared to its counterparts in questions related to

visual disturbance symptoms, receiving 77.8% ‘good’ ratings in this category. In comparison, ChatGPT-3.5 achieved 50.0%, and Google Bard

achieved 22.2% (Pearson’s chi-squared test, all p < 0.001). Interestingly, all three LLM-Chatbots displayed better performance when address-

ing questions related to other ocular symptoms. ChatGPT-4.0 achieved a perfect 100% ‘good’ ratings in this category, outperforming

ChatGPT-3.5 and Google Bard, which received 68.4% (Pearson’s chi-squared test, p < 0.001) and 57.9% (Pearson’s chi-squared test,

p < 0.001) of ‘good’ ratings respectively.

Table 1. Overview of response length from LLM-Chatbots to ocular symptoms queries

LLM

Response length (words) Response length (characters)

Mean (SD) Minimum Maximum Mean (SD) Minimum Maximum

ChatGPT-3.5 184.0 (32.4) 121 251 990.4 (171.5) 667 1383

ChatGPT-4.0 234.8 (38.3) 151 320 1305.9 (197.5) 965 1753

Google Bard 298.1 (98.9) 91 510 1533.8 (513.4) 489 2644

Figure 2. Average Total Accuracy Scores of LLM-Chatbot Responses to Ocular Symptoms-Related Questions, as Assessed by Three Consultant-Level

Ophthalmologists
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Comprehensiveness evaluation

Table 3 provides a summary of the comprehensiveness scores for ‘good’ rated responses. Remarkably, all three LLM-Chatbots exhibited

exemplary performance in this regard. ChatGPT-3.5 achieved an impressive overall mean comprehensive score of 4.6, ChatGPT-4.0 scored

4.6, and Google Bard obtained a score of 4.7, out of a maximum possible rating of 5. Additionally, when comparing the comprehensiveness

scores of the three LLM-Chatbots based on a common set of questions (Table 4), similar performance was observed, with no statistically

significant difference detected across the three LLM-Chatbots (Kruskal-Wallis rank-sum test, p = 0.703).

Evaluation of self-awareness levels in LLM-Chatbots

Tables S6–S8 present representative examples of each grade (‘good’, ‘borderline’, and ‘poor’) for the self-checking abilities of ChatGPT-3.5,

ChatGPT-4.0, andGoogle Bard, respectively. ChatGPT-3.5, irrespective of the accuracy grades of the original responses, refrained fromeither

revising its initial responses or reaffirming its correctness. Instead, it issued a general disclaimer, emphasizing the need for additional personal

medical information to generate more accurate responses when prompted to self-check. Interestingly, this disclaimer was not originally pre-

sent in its initial responses. On the other hand, both ChatGPT-4.0 and Google Bard consistently asserted the accuracy of their original re-

sponses, even when they were deemed as ‘poor’ or ‘borderline’ by our expert graders.

Tables 5 and 6 demonstrate the response adjustments made by the LLM-Chatbots on original ’poor’-rated responses when prompted for

self-correction. Both ChatGPT-3.5 and Google Bard demonstrated improvements through self-correction prompts. ChatGPT-3.5 enhanced 2

(out of 2, 100%) of its initial responses, while Google Bard improved 4 responses (out of 5, 80%) after self-correction. However, most of these

Figure 3. Consensus-Based Accuracy Ratings of LLM-Chatbot Responses to Ocular Symptoms-Related Questions, as Determined by Three Consultant-

Level Ophthalmologists

Table 2. Consensus-based accuracy ratings of LLM-Chatbot responses to ocular symptoms-related questions

Domaina
No. of

Questions

ChatGPT-3.5, n (%) ChatGPT-4.0, n (%) Google bard, n (%)

Poor Borderline Good Poor Borderline Good Poor Borderline Good

Visual Disturbance

Symptomsb
18 1 (5.6) 8 (44.4) 9 (50.0) 0 (0) 4 (22.2) 14 (77.8) 3 (16.7) 11 (61.1) 4 (22.2)

Other Ocular

Symptomsc
19 1 (5.3) 5 (26.3) 13 (68.4) 0 (0) 0 (0) 19 (100) 2 (10.5) 6 (31.6) 11 (57.9)

aBased on majority consensus across the three graders.
bIncludes acute vision loss, chronic vision loss, diplopia, metamorphopsia, photopsia, myodesopsia, visual field defect, photophobia, andglare sensitivity/haloes.
cIncludes red eye, painful eye, pruritus, pressure sensation, epiphora, ptosis, blepharospasm, foreign body sensation, trauma, and asthenopia
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improvements were a marginal progression from a ‘poor’ rating to ‘borderline’; in each LLM-Chatbot, only one response transitioned from

’poor’ to ’good’. As none of ChatGPT-4.0’s original responses were rated ‘poor’, its self-correction capabilities were not assessed. Tables S9

and S10 provide comprehensive details on the original responses and their respective self-corrected versions for ChatGPT-3.5 and Goo-

gle Bard.

Analysis of misinformation in poorly-rated LLM-Chatbot responses

Tables S11 and S12 show examples of misinformation conveyed by the LLM-Chatbots, specifically focusing on the ‘poor’-rated responses by

ChatGPT-3.5 and Google Bard. The segments highlighted in red within these tables denote areas where our expert graders identified inac-

curacies. Drawing insights from two experienced ophthalmologists (DZC, HAHL), further explanations for these identified errors are also

included.

DISCUSSION

Our study provides a rigorous evaluation of ChatGPT-3.5, ChatGPT-4.0, and Google Bard in addressing patient queries about ocular symp-

toms. Through the curation of frequently posed questions by patients, we effectively simulated a series of scenarios where individuals may

seek medical information and advice from these models. This approach diverges from previous literature that predominantly focused on the

performance of LLM-Chatbots in the context of medical licensing or academic examinations.25,26,33 Notably, our findings highlighted the po-

tential of LLM-Chatbots, particularly ChatGPT-4.0, in delivering accurate and comprehensive responses to queries related to both visual

disturbance and other types of ocular symptoms. However, our investigation also revealed subpar self-checking andmoderate self-correction

performances of the LLM-Chatbots, underscoring the need for further improvements in these areas. To ensure the validity of our findings, we

adopted a robust research framework that included stringent masking procedures, random shuffling of generated responses during grading,

and grounding our ground truth in the expert evaluations of three consultant-level ophthalmologists. Overall, our study offers unique insights

into the potential utility and limitations of LLM-Chatbots in addressing common ocular symptom queries.

Of the three LLM-Chatbots assessed, ChatGPT-4.0 demonstrated superior performance in addressing queries associated with ocular

symptoms. It achieved the highest average accuracy score and garnered significantly greater proportions of ‘good’ ratings as compared

to its counterparts (Figures 2 and 3). Our findings corroborate previous studies which highlighted ChatGPT-4.0’s superior performance

over ChatGPT-3.5 and Google Bard in providing consistently accurate and contextually relevant answers within the medical domain.25,34

ChatGPT-4.0’s exceptional performance likely arises from its unique attributes, including an extensive parameter set and enhanced profi-

ciency in handling intricate prompts.35–37 With a substantial user base contributing to reinforcement learning, and the utilization of more

recent reinforcement learning data, the tendency to generate false information compared to its predecessor, ChatGPT-3.5, is greatly

reduced.35–37 Notably, however, all three LLM-Chatbots exhibited comparable expertise in delivering comprehensive responses (Tables 3

and 4). Table S13 exemplifies a scenario where all three LLM-Chatbots scored perfectly for comprehensiveness when responding to the query

"What should I do if I am experiencing double vision?’’, further attesting to the LLM-Chatbots’ potential abilities to offer detailed information

that addresses all aspects of the inquiry.

Table 4. Comprehensiveness assessment for common questions answered by the three LLM-Chatbots, with responses that received a ’good’ accuracy

rating

LLMa

Response Comprehensiveness

n Mean (SD) Median

ChatGPT-3.5 11 4.7 (0.3) 4.7

ChatGPT-4.0 11 4.7 (0.3) 4.7

Google Bard 11 4.7 (0.2) 4.7

aBased on majority consensus across the three graders.

Table 3. Comprehensiveness assessment for all LLM-Chatbot responses that received a ’good’ accuracy rating

LLMa

Response comprehensiveness

n Mean (SD) Median

ChatGPT-3.5 22 4.6 (0.3) 4.5

ChatGPT-4.0 33 4.6 (0.4) 4.7

Google Bard 15 4.7 (0.2) 4.7

aBased on majority consensus across the three graders.
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Interestingly, all three LLM-Chatbots exhibited better performance when addressing queries pertaining to ‘other ocular symptoms’,

compared to those concerning visual disturbance symptoms (Table 2). This performance disparity could be attributed to the fact that

many eye diseases share similar visual disturbance symptoms (e.g., acute or chronic vision loss), making these symptoms less disease-specific

andmore complex to address accurately. On the other hand, ‘other ocular symptoms’ (e.g., red eye, painful eye) are typically more specific to

certain eye conditions, and therefore, may be less ambiguous. For instance, red eye is generally associated with diseases located in the ante-

rior part of the eye, whereas visual loss can result from conditions affecting both the anterior and posterior parts of the eye. Consequently, the

complexity and need for additional details to accurately address queries related to visual disturbance symptoms may have challenged the

LLM-Chatbots’ ability to deliver precise responses, leading to their relatively poorer performance in this category of questions.

The LLM-Chatbots exhibited subpar to moderate self-awareness capabilities. When prompted for self-checking, ChatGPT-3.5 typically

responded by acknowledging its inability to verify accuracy due to the unavailability of ‘‘personal medical information’’, rather than making

iterative improvements to its responses.While the disclaimer is modest, it effectively also highlights the lack of fact-checking, offeringminimal

assistance for users seeking to verify the information (see examples in Table S6). Meanwhile, both ChatGPT-4.0 and Google Bard consistently

assert the accuracy of their information, even when responses were deemed inaccurate by our expert graders. This suggests a potential risk of

‘convincingly’ providing incorrect information (see examples in Tables S7 and S8). Our findings are consistent with previous studies which

documented similar instances of LLM-Chatbots lacking effective internal verification capabilities.38,39

When evaluating self-correcting capabilities, ChatGPT-3.5 and Google Bard exhibited a moderate level of proficiency. However, among

the 6 (out of 7) improved responses across both models, 4 showed only marginal improvement, transitioning from ‘poor’ to ‘borderline’. This

raises concerns about the persistence of misinformation, even when potential errors were already highlighted and prompted (Tables S9 and

S10). While continuous refinement and user feedbackmay lead to improvement in the self-correcting capabilities of LLM-Chatbots over time,

it is crucial to remain vigilant as these models might inadvertently incorporate and propagate errors or biases that were inherent in their

training data.40,41

During our study, we closely tracked significant updates to Google Bard and assessed their impact on its performance. To this end, we

compared the ‘poor’-rated responses generated by Google Bard at the outset of our study and two months later (July 13, 2023).42 All these

original ‘poor’ responses improved marginally to ‘borderline’ (Table S14), indicating that the responses still harbor some form of errors

despite the recent model and system update.

We conducted a detailed qualitative assessment on responses that were initially rated as ‘‘poor’’, carried out by two experienced ophthal-

mologists (DZC andHAHL).We identified the erroneous sections within each response and provided further explanations. Overall, the ‘‘poor’’

ratings were primarily attributed to two key factors: inaccuracies in the provided responses and omission of crucial information. Despite these

shortcomings, it is noteworthy that both ChatGPT-3.5 and Google Bard consistently advised users to ‘‘see an eye doctor’’, demonstrating a

level of caution in their responses. (Tables S11 and S12). We present two representative examples that showcase incomplete answers and

inaccurate information. When ChatGPT-3.5 was asked, ‘‘Why is my eye red?’’, it offered a structured list of eye conditions in a seemingly confi-

dent manner but omitted sight-threatening causes such as keratitis and acute angle closure glaucoma, which necessitate prompt attention

from an ophthalmologist (Table S11). ChatGPT-3.5 also overlooked other potential causes of red eye such as sub-conjunctival hemorrhage,

Table 6. Demonstration of Google Bard’s ability to self-correct when prompted

Topic Question

Summed score Consensus-based rating

Initial Self-corrected Initial Self-corrected

Diplopia 1. Why am I having double vision? 5 7 Poor Borderline

Visual Field Defect 1. Why is there something blocking my vision? 6 6 Poora Borderline

2. What should I do if I notice that something is
blocking my vision?

6 6 Poora Borderline

Painful Eye 2. What should I do if I am having a painful
eye?

6 8 Poora Good

Pressure Sensation 2. What should I do if I am feeling pressure in
my eye?

6 6 Poora Poora

aWhere consensus on final accuracy rating was not reached (i.e., each grader provided a different rating), the lowest score (‘poor’) was assigned.

Table 5. Demonstration of ChatGPT-3.5’s ability to self-correct when prompted

Topic Question

Summed score Consensus-based rating

Initial Self-corrected Initial Self-corrected

Metamorphopsia 1. Why do straight lines appear wavy to me? 4 6 Poor Borderline

Red Eye 1. Why is my eye red? 6 8 Poora Good

aWhere consensus on final accuracy rating was not reached (i.e., each grader provided a different rating), the lowest score (‘poor’) was assigned.
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blepharitis, uveitis, and scleritis. In another instance, when Google Bard was queried, ‘‘Why am I having double vision?’’, the Chatbot adeptly

categorised potential causes into five primary sectors (eye muscle, brain problems, eye diseases, medications, trauma). However, it failed to

mention another common cause – uncorrected refractive error and astigmatism (Table S12). Moreover, Google Bard incorrectly suggested

that cataracts, glaucoma, and retinal detachment cause diplopia by "damaging the nerves controlling eye movement." This misinformation

could cause undue anxiety to patients. Importantly, some of these misrepresentations and omission of important information may delay

timely intervention. Furthermore, through this qualitative assessment, we also noticed that LLM-Chatbots are generally prompt-dependent.43

They appeared to face challenges with vague or ambiguous prompts (e.g., ‘‘Why is my eye red?’’), leading to responses that were not thor-

ough and occasionally deviated from the desired information. Therefore, to mitigate the risk of misinformation or hallucinations, specially

tailored prompts may be used to guide the LLM-Chatbots in their responses or to halt them from answering complex questions that are

beyond their current capabilities.

Our findings underscore the potential value of LLM-Chatbots, particularly ChatGPT-4.0, for answering queries and disseminating ocular

symptom-related information. In the dynamic global healthcare landscape, healthcare providers are grappling with multifaceted challenges.

The pressures on healthcare professionals have reached unprecedented levels due to the ongoing global health crises, amplified patient

loads, and increasing diversity in patient populations.44,45 In this regard, LLMs can potentially alleviate burdens by enabling remote and

real-time patient triage,46 reducing wait times,47 and improving access to care, particularly for individuals in remote or underserved re-

gions.47,48 They can also optimize consultations by handling administrative tasks, allowing healthcare professionals to focus on direct patient

care.49,50 Given their multilingual capabilities and cultural adaptability, LLMs may prove to be useful in advancing health access and equity.2

The availability of Application Programming Interface (API) access51 further accelerates the adoption of LLMs by enabling the integration of

their sophisticated natural language processing into various online platforms. However, it should be noted that LLM-Chatbots still exhibit

limitations in their medical acumen when compared to expert physicians. In some instances, these LLM-Chatbots conveyed inaccurate infor-

mation, posing risks of misdiagnoses and suboptimal triage. Additionally, patient reservations about privacy, and potential algorithmic issues

that could amplify social, racial, or cultural disparities need to be addressed comprehensively.52 Until these challenges are adequately

tackled, the clinical deployment of LLM-Chatbots carries inherent risks.

Our study’s strengths lie in its rigorous design, incorporating several safeguards such as concealing LLM-specific traits in generated re-

sponses, randomizing the order of responses during grading, and implementing wash-out periods between grading sessions. These meth-

odological considerations were implemented to mitigate grader biases and enhance the credibility of our findings.

Limitations of the study

This study has several limitations. Firstly, subjectivity may arise among individual graders when assigning accuracy and comprehensiveness

scores to LLM-Chatbot responses. However, we addressed this concern by enlisting three highly experienced consultant-level ophthalmol-

ogists (with at least 8 years of clinical expertise) and employing a majority consensus-based rating approach. Second, each symptom-specific

domain consisted of a maximum of only two questions, whichmade the analysis of domain-specific LLM-Chatbot performance less meaning-

ful. It would have been insightful to assess whether the LLM-Chatbots demonstrated higher proficiency in certain domains compared to

others. Finally, given the constant updates to LLM-Chatbots, the results reported here should be interpreted with caution. The time-sensitive

nature of these models demands robust evaluation and careful interpretation.

In conclusion, our thorough and rigorous evaluation offers unique insights into the varying degrees of accuracy and capabilities among

three popular LLM-Chatbots. Our findings highlight the superior performance of ChatGPT-4.0 in addressing a broad spectrum of common

ocular symptom-related queries. Continuous refinement of these LLM-Chatbots, coupled with rigorous validation and evaluation, remain

crucial to ensure their reliability and appropriateness before they can be adopted for mainstream clinical use.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Dr. Yih-Chung

Tham (thamyc@nus.edu.sg).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

� Wehave ensured that all the essential data necessary for replicating our results is included in our supplementary file. The only exception

is the raw scores assigned by individual graders, which can be provided by the lead contact upon request.
� This paper does not report original code.
� Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Not applicable.

METHOD DETAILS

The study took place between May 11th 2023 and July 8th 2023 at the Ophthalmology Department at National University Hospital, National

University Health System (NUHS), Singapore.

Figure 1 illustrates the study design. To comprehensively evaluate the capabilities of LLM-Chatbots across a diverse spectrum of ocular

symptoms, a team of experienced ophthalmologists (DZC, MCJT, HAHL) and clinical optometrists (SMEY, YCT) collaborated to curate 37

questions on ocular symptoms. After gathering common queries from reputable online health information sites (e.g., National Eye Institute,31

American Academy of Ophthalmology32), the expert panel further refined these questions, selecting those commonly encountered in a clin-

ical setting, ensuring the relevance and practicality of the inquiries. These questions were categorised into two broad categories: visual distur-

bance-related symptoms (including acute vision loss, chronic vision loss, diplopia, metamorphopsia, photopsia, myodesopsia, visual field

defect, photophobia, and glare sensitivity/haloes), and other common ocular symptoms (including red eye, painful eye, pruritus, pressure

sensation, epiphora, ptosis, blepharospasm, foreign body sensation, trauma, and asthenopia).

The queries were then individually posed to ChatGPT-3.5, ChatGPT-4.0 and Google Bard between May 18th to July 4th 2023. To mitigate

potential memory bias from the LLM-Chatbots, the conversation was reset after each prompt. Any attributes specific to the LLM-Chatbots’

answering format were then removed from the final generated responses (Tables S1, S2, and S3).

Subsequently, the anonymised responses from the three Chatbots were randomly shuffled and then presented as three ‘randomized sets’

to each of the three assigned ophthalmologists (each possessingR8 years of clinical ophthalmology experience), for independent grading.

The grading was conducted over three separate rounds, with each round dedicated to one set. To minimise recency bias, a 48-h wash-out

interval was implemented between the assessment of each round.

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and algorithms

R (Version 4.1.1) https://www.r-project.org/ RRID: SCR_001905

RStudio https://www.rstudio.com/ RRID:SCR_000432

ggplot2 (package) https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggplot2/index.html RRID:SCR_014601

FSA (package) https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/FSA/index.html NA

chisq.posthoc.test https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/

chisq.posthoc.test/readme/README.html

NA
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Accuracy evaluation

The three assigned graders independently assessed the accuracy of every response generated by the respective LLM-Chatbots. We em-

ployed a three-tier grading system as follows: 1) ’Poor’ for responses that contained significant inaccuracies capable of misleading patients

and potentially causing harm; 2) ’Borderline’ for responses that might have had factual errors but were unlikely to mislead or harm patients; 3)

’Good’ for responses that were free of errors. Final accuracy ratings for each LLM-Chatbot response were determined using a majority

consensus approach amongst the three graders.When consensuswas not reached, with each grader providing a different rating, we adopted

a rigorous approach by assigning the lowest score (i.e., ’poor’) to the LLM-Chatbot response.

The total accuracy score (continuous measure) for each LLM-Chatbot response was determined by summing the scores assigned by the

three graders (Tables S4 and S5).

Comprehensiveness evaluation

We conducted an additional assessment on LLM-Chatbot responses that received a ’good’ rating through majority consensus to evaluate

their degree of comprehensiveness. This involved the use of a five-point scale, encompassing the following categories: 1) ’Not comprehen-

sive’ for responses lacking substantial details; 2) ’Slightly comprehensive’ for responses with minimal but essential information; 3) ’Moderately

comprehensive’ for responses that presented a reasonable level of detail; 4) ‘Comprehensive’ for responses addressing most critical ele-

ments; 5) ‘Very comprehensive’ for responses presenting thorough and detailed information. The overall mean comprehensiveness score

was determined by averaging the scores given by each grader across the total number of ‘good’ rated responses.

Evaluation of self-awareness levels in LLM-Chatbots

The term ‘‘self-awareness’’ in this context refers to the ability of these LLMmodels to self-check and self-correct their responses. To evaluate

self-checking, we prompted the LLM-Chatbots with this question - ‘‘Could you kindly check if your answer is correct?’’ after each response.

This prompt was deliberately designed to be generic and not directly point out possible errors, so as to provide a more accurate assessment

of the LLM-Chatbots’ capacity to self-check.

On the other hand, to assess the LLM-Chatbots’ self-correcting capabilities, responses initially rated as ’poor’ were further prompted with

this line, ‘‘That does not seem quite right. Could you kindly review?’’. The regenerated responses upon self-correction, were re-assessed by

the three graders one week after the initial grading. To minimise bias in grading for this segment, the graders were not informed that these

responses had been self-corrected and remained blinded to the original ’poor’-rated responses.

Detailed qualitative analysis of poorly-rated LLM-Chatbot responses

To further shed light on the potential limitations and risks of relying on LLM-Chatbots for answers regarding ocular symptoms, a designated

expert (DZC) further identified and emphasised erroneous or inaccurate sentences present in ’poor’-rated responses. Furthermore, explana-

tions were also provided to elucidate the nature of these inaccuracies.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using R (Version 4.1.1, R Foundation, Vienna, Austria). To assess differences in character count, word

count, total accuracy scores, and comprehensiveness scores among responses from the three LLM-Chatbots, we performed the Kruskal-

Wallis rank-sum test and Dunn’s multiple comparison post-hoc test (the data did not meet parametric assumptions). To compare the propor-

tions of ’good’, ’borderline’, and ’poor’ ratings among the LLM-Chatbots, we performed the two-tailed Pearson’s c2 test.

p-valueswere adjusted using theBonferroni correctionmethod to account formultiple hypothesis tests. Statistical significancewas consid-

ered at p < 0.05.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Not applicable.
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